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FIXED CHEST

FLEXIBLE CHEST

Jenroll Hybrid – a new winning concept 

from JENSEN

High customer expectations and a fierce 

competition on prices call for greater 

flexibility and cost efficiency. In the 

centerpiece of any laundry – the finishing 

section – laundry managers used to have 

to choose between high-quality or high-

speed finishing lines. With the new Jenroll 

Hybrid, it is not a case of quality versus 

quantity, but rather quality plus quantity.

Optimum evaporation capacity by the 

flexible chest

It is a well-known fact that the majority of 

water is evaporated in the first section of 

an ironer. Hence, in the first section, the 

flexible chest is used, as it has proven to 

give the optimum evaporation capacity 

thanks to the roller pressure applying full 

contact to the roll. The full contact angle  

of the flexible chest results in a capacity 

up to 50 % higher over time compared to  

a conventional fixed chest ironer.

Optimum finishing quality achieved by 

the flexible chest

The flexible chest designed by JENSEN  

has proven to give the optimum finishing  

quality to the linen thanks to the fact  

that JENSEN uses an ironing surface of  

carbon steel ensuring optimum heat 

transfer and minimum friction with wet 

linen. 

As a result, the linen leaves the first  

section of the ironer with an impeccable 

finishing quality and a glossy finish 

meeting the highest demands within the 

hospitality sector.

No tape marks in the linen

The linen is transported through the  

calendar section sandwiched between 

wide belts and the hot rotating rolls. 

Thanks to this design, no tape marks are 

left in the linen which is of special  

interest to laundries serving the high-end  

hospitality segment. 

Prolonged linen lifetime thanks to  

gentle handling in the calendar section

When the linen enters the calendar  

section, 3 steam-heated rolls perform the 

final drying of the linen. Thanks to the 

fact that the linen is transported through 

the calendar section sandwiched between 

wide belts and the hot rotating rolls,  

the linen meets no friction in this section, 

thus the wear of the linen is reduced  

by 66 % compared to a conventional  

Optimum	evaporation	capacity	and	top	quality	
ironing	by	the	flexible	chest

Superior	finishing	quality

High	capacity



multi-layer edges, as the heat is  

transferred into the linen from both sides 

of the linen.

Optimum drying capacity thanks  

to 30 % more contact angle

Thanks to the design and positioning of  

the heated rolls in the calendar section, 

the linen has a contact angle of 235 

degrees around the heated rolls, which is 

30 % more than a conventional deep chest 

ironer, resulting in a contact length of  

1640 mm per roll. 

Service-friendly solution

By using only one deep chest ironer 

section combined with a calendar section 

of 3 stainless steel cylinder rolls without 

springs and padding, only the roll of the 

deep chest ironer section needs springs 

3-roll deep chest ironer of the same 

capacity. 

Gentle drying by adjustable  

temperature

The steam pressure of the rolls in the  

calendar section works independently from 

the deep chest section, thus the tempera-

ture of the rolls is fully adjustable between 

4 to 10 bar, allowing gentle drying of the 

linen according to program.

Gentle drying applying heat to both 

sides of the linen

As the linen travels through the calendar 

section, both sides of the linen get in 

touch with the heated surface of the 

steam-heated rolls. This technique has 

proven tobe a big advantage, especially 

when ironing heavy linen or linen with 

and padding. In the calendar section, all 

steam and condensate connections to 

the steam heated rolls are carried out by 

means of simple rotary joints. 

Furthermore the evaporated water is 

removed from the top of the ironer, where 

an evaporation fan ensures a constant 

sub-pressure removing the moisture from 

the calendar section.

The	Jenroll	Hybrid	combines	a	conventional	deep	chest	ironer	section	and	a	calendar	ironer	section



JENSEN develops and delivers equipment 

according to the “Finishing Line  

Philosophy” expressing that a finishing 

line should form one single system as 

explained in the six steps below.

A  Easy to install

The Jenroll Hybrid serves as a distribution 

centre for power and compressed air to  

the other equipment in the finishing lines, 

so the feeder and folder can easily  

be connected by the built-in plugs. 

B  Easy to operate

It is possible to control the entire finishing 

line from the control panel. By changing 

the finishing code, the speed of the 

finishing line and the folding program are 

automatically changed. 

C  Easy service and maintenance

By combining only one deep-chest ironer 

section with a calendar section of 3 stain-

less steel cylinder rolls without springs and 

padding, only the roll of the deep-chest 

section makes springs and padding 

necessary, reducing the maintenance costs. 

D  Easy to control

The Jentrol HMI control system features a fast 

and accurate processor, an easy-to-use man-

machine interface, multi-language facilities 

and an option for remote system service. 

E  High availability

JENSEN has insisted on the highest stan-

dards of design and components for the 

Jenroll Hybrid, based on the experience 

from supplying more than 2000 ironers all 

over the world. 

F  Operator safety

All machines in a finishing line are  

connected in the same emergency stop 

circuit, which means that in case of an 

emergency stop, the entire finishing line 

will stop.

Jenroll Hybrid – the multi-purpose ironer

Thanks to the fact that the Jenroll Hybrid 

performs superior finishing quality at any 

speed, the ironer is used for all types of 

ironer lines, be it a JENSEN healthcare line 

for high-capacity finishing of hospital linen, 

or a  JENSEN hospitality line for top-quality 

finishing of table and bed linen, or a  

multi-purpose line for large and small 

pieces of linen.

JENSEN – the finishing line 

philosophy

JENSEN develops and delivers 

equipment according to the 

“Finishing Line Philosophy” that 

claims that a finishing line should 

form one single system, as 

explained in the six steps below:



Jenstack Max

Jenfeed Express Plus Quality Unit Jenroll Hybrid Jenfold Classic

	 Jenfeed	Express	Plus	 Quality	Unit	 Jenroll	Hybrid	 Jenfold	Classic	and	Jenstack	Max

Installation

JENSEN is pleased to assist you in planning 

your laundry by providing excellent advice, 

layouts and technical data. Authorised

JENSEN distributors or JENSEN engineers 

should carry out the installation to ensure

that it is performed correctly.

Service

In addition, JENSEN provides an extraordinary 

after-sales service through a worldwide

network of highly qualified Sales and Service 

Centres and distributors, all with their own 

maintenance and spare parts services.

Call us…

JENSEN provides a complete range of heavy-

duty equipment for the laundry industry,

delivered and installed according to your

specifications. Please do not hesitate to  

contact us for further advice and informa-

tion, or visit www.jensen-group.com

Local contact

www.jensen-group.com

Explore our equipment on

www.youtube.com/jensengroupcom
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Jenroll Hybrid models

Number of rolls: 4

Roll diameter: 1 × 1200 and 3 × 800 mm

Working widths: 3000, 3300, and 3500 mm

Heating medium: Steam

Steam pressure: 5,5 to 14 bar in the deep 

chest section, 4 to 10 bar in the calendar 

section


